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The effects of early-onset blindness on the development

of the visual system have been explained traditionally by

the stabilization of transient connections through

Hebbian competition. Although many of the findings

from congenital cataract and congenital blindness are

consistent with that view, there is inconsistent evidence

from studies of visual cognition in children treated for

visual deprivation from cataract, case reports of recovery

of vision in adults, and studies of visual reorganization

after late-onset blindness. Collectively, the data from

congenital cataract and congenital blindness indicate

that early visual experience sets up the infrastructure for

later learning involving both the dorsal (‘where’) and

ventral (‘what’) streams. Nevertheless, there is surpris-

ing residual plasticity in adulthood that can be revealed

if vision is lost either temporarily or permanently. This

has important implications for understanding the role of

early visual experience in shaping visual cognitive

development.
Introduction

Human visual acuity improves fivefold in the first
6 months after birth and continues to improve over the
next 6 years [1]. The final acuity is abnormal if early visual
input was blocked by cataracts, with a larger impairment
in the affected eye(s) if the deprivation was monocular
rather than binocular and if the deprivation occurred
earlier in life [2]. As with animal studies [3,4], these
results suggest that early visual deprivation during a
sensitive period causes permanent damage to the primary
visual cortex and presumably the higher visual areas to
which it projects, with a worse outcome if there was also
uneven competition for cortical synapses between a non-
deprived eye and a treated eye. Recent studies have
indicated that when visual input is missing permanently
because of congenital blindness, the visual cortex becomes
specialized for the processing of touch and sound instead
of vision. These findings can be explained by a shaping of
otherwise transient connections through a process of
Hebbian competition in which stronger input signals win
out and unused connections are pruned permanently.
However, the generality of these patterns and their
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interpretation by Hebbian competition has been called
into question (i) by recent studies of children treated for
cataract that followed patients longitudinally and that
included measures of higher visual functions; (ii) by case
reports of surprising recovery of vision under some
circumstances in adulthood; and (iii) by studies of visual
re-organization after late-onset blindness. This review
considers the implications of these findings for under-
standing the role of early visual input in shaping normal
visual cognitive development.
Cataract-reversal patients

Children born with bilateral or unilateral cataracts
provide a natural experiment to assess the effects on
human development of early deprivation and of unequal
competition between the eyes for cortical connections.
A cataract is an opacity in the lens of the eye which, if
large and dense, allows only diffuse light to reach the
retina. Pattern deprivation continues until the defective
natural lens of the eye is removed surgically and the eye
is fitted with a compensatory optical correction (e.g. a
contact lens). When the final outcome is measured, some
visual capabilities are normal despite early visual
deprivation, whereas others seem permanently impaired
(see Table 1 for examples).

For example, children born with dense bilateral
cataracts and then treated during the first year of life
later develop normal sensitivity to high rates of flicker, are
normal at discriminating between large shapes including
facial features, and are normal at detecting direction of
eye gaze [5–7]. Because these skills exceed those present
at birth in the visually normal child [8–10], the normal
performance of cataract-reversal patients implies that the
neural circuits underlying these capabilities can develop
in the absence of patterned visual input or, more likely,
can recover completely from a period of earlier visual
deprivation. (Another possibility is that alternative net-
works are recruited.) Longitudinal studies have docu-
mented that recovery occurs for some visual capabilities:
patients treated for bilateral congenital cataracts reduce
the size of an initial acuity deficit by improving at faster-
than-normal rates in the first month after treatment, and
they overcome later deficits in contrast sensitivity for low
spatial frequencies (the minimum contrast at which wide
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Table 1. Normal and impaired visual capabilities following early binocular deprivation from cataractsa

Aspect of vision Normal Impaired Refs

Spatial vision Acuity for letters and stripes if deprivation !10 days Acuity for letters and stripes if deprivation O10 days [1,2,13,14,66]

Detection of wide stripes of low contrast Detection of medium width stripes of low contrast [5]

Detection of narrow stripes

Sensitivity to stimuli in the periphery [36,52,53,67,68]

Temporal vision Detection of high rates of flicker Detection of flicker in low contrast stimuli [5]

Object

perception

Discrimination of large, high-contrast shapes

(e.g., triangle versus cross)

Sensitivity to small differences in global form

(see Figure 3)

[6,16,17]

Face perception Discrimination between individual faces differing in

the shape of the internal features or the external

contour

Discrimination between individual faces differing in

spacing of the internal features

[15,19,56]

Discrimination of a face from a scrambled image Binding together facial features into a holistic

Gestalt

Recognition of direction of eye gaze, emotional

expression, and vowel being mouthed

Recognition of a face from different points of view [7]

Motion

perception

Sensitivity to direction of locally defined and

globally defined motion (see Figure 2)

[17,57]

aTable indicates the final outcome for each aspect of vision after treatment and many years of visual input to allow recovery from the initial deprivation.
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stripes can be seen) by improving faster than normal
between 4 and 7 yrs of age [11,12].

By contrast, children treated for bilateral congenital
cataracts later have reduced visual acuity (except in some
cases when the deprivation lasted less than 10 days
[13,14]) and impairments in some aspects of higher visual
cognition: reduced capability to integrate local elements
into a global form or global direction of motion, and
impaired face processing [7,15–19]. Without special train-
ing, these deficits persist into adulthood. Nevertheless, in
almost all patients, the sensitivity achieved is better than
that of visually normal newborns, a result indicating that
there was some visual plasticity despite the early
deprivation.
Congenital blindness

Another natural experiment for studying visual plasticity
is provided by children born with non-reversible blind-
ness, such that the visual cortex never receives input from
Figure 1. Activation of visual cortex during Braille reading in adults blind from an early ag

adults given the same tactile stimulation. Both groups show the expected activation of se

higher visual cortices. Results were similar for the tactile discrimination of nonsense dot

orthogonal sections of a T-1 weighted standard brain, using a statistical corrected thres
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external visual stimuli. Recent imaging studies of adults
who were blind from an early age indicate that the visual
cortex can be recruited for processing tactile and auditory
input [20]. For example, tactile input from reading Braille
or discriminating between complex tactile patterns acti-
vates the visual cortex almost as much as it activates
sensorimotor cortex (Figure 1) [21–23]. When the visual
cortical activity is disrupted temporarily by transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS), adults blind from an early
age report that Braille dots do not make sense, that some
are missing, and that they feel extraneous phantom dots;
their error rates also increase significantly [24]. Auditory
input also activates the visual cortex after early blindness:
spoken sentences cause fMRI activation of primary and
higher visual cortical areas [25], and deviant sounds such
as an incongruous word or unexpected pitch elicit a
response over the visual cortex [26–28], although some of
these effects might reflect higher-order language process-
ing rather than auditory processing per se [29,30]. In the
e. Measurements based on fMRI are shown for (a) 12 blind adults and (b) 12 sighted

nsorimotor cortex, but only the blind show activation of the primary, secondary, and

s. Shown are statistical maps of task-related activation (Braille versus rest) on three

hold of p!0.05. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [22].
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cat, the removal of the eyes at birth is sufficient to induce
neurons in the primary visual cortex to respond to
auditory stimuli [31].

Neural mechanisms of visual cortical reorganization:

Hebbian competition?

The traditional explanation of the effects of congenital
blindness is the stabilization of transient connections
among sensory cortical areas that are present in early
infancy [20]. There is anatomical evidence for such
exuberant connections in humans [32], as in animals
[33], and some indication that they are functional during
infancy: spoken language elicits a large event-related
potential (ERP) over the temporal cortex in infants, as it
does in adults, but in infants it also elicits a large response
over the visual cortex, as if the infant is ‘hearing’ with the
visual cortex [34]. The postnatal pruning of the exuberant
connections is driven, at least in part, by Hebbian
competition among sensory inputs: the input from the
eyes to the visual cortex is stronger, faster, and more
coherent than the input arriving via the auditory and
somatosensory cortices and hence it is strengthened to the
detriment of the other inputs [28]. The most striking
evidence that external input determines what is pruned
and what remains comes from studies in which retinal
axons in the infant ferret were induced to replace the
normal auditory innervation of the medial geniculate
nucleus and its input to the auditory cortex. Neurons in
the auditory cortex became sensitive to visual orientation,
direction of motion, and velocity and mediated visual
percepts [35]. A similar explanation is given for the worse
outcome after unilateral than after bilateral congenital
cataracts: when a child is born with a cataract in only one
eye, connections from the deprived eye to visual cortical
neurons lose out in favour of the connections from the
normal eye [3]. In other words, Hebbian competition
works during normal early development to tune the
connections to visual cortical neurons, eliminating non-
visual inputs and balancing the input from the two eyes.

Beyond Hebbian competition

The pruning effected by Hebbian competition is believed to
leave the visual nervous systemmore-or-less permanently
rewired and to ramify through to higher cortical areas
that receive their main input from primary sensory
cortical areas. However, recent studies indicate that
some exuberant connections are inhibited rather than
pruned and that, for some visual functions, there is visual
plasticity even in adolescence and adulthood – well beyond
the period of synaptic pruning. Furthermore, the effects of
unequal competition between the eyes for cortical connec-
tions vary across visual functions, in ways that are not
consistent with an explanation based entirely on Hebbian
competition.

Crystallization of visual connections by visual input long

after the end of pruning

Studies of children who had normal visual input at birth
but developed cataracts postnatally allow an assessment
of the role of visual input at various times during
postnatal development. For some visual capabilities,
www.sciencedirect.com
these studies indicate that visual input is necessary
throughout the period of normal functional development
and even after the age when performance reaches adult
levels – that is, visual input is necessary to induce changes
and to crystallize connections after they are formed. Thus,
a short period of visual deprivation beginning any time
before about age 10 yrs causes permanent deficits in letter
acuity, which normally reaches adult functional levels by
age 6 yrs [2]. Similarly, short periods of deprivation
beginning even in early adolescence cause permanent
deficits in peripheral light sensitivity, which reaches adult
functional levels normally by age 7 yrs [36], although the
deficits are smaller with later onset for both aspects of
vision. These effects are beyond the period of anatomical
pruning of visual cortical connections [32]. Visual input is
not necessary for the crystallization of all visual connec-
tions. For example, sensitivity to the overall direction of
motion of a stimulus (a capability called global motion,
which implicates higher visual cortical area V5 in the
dorsal stream) is normal even when deprivation begins
as early as 4 months of age (Figure 2) [17], despite the
fact that visually normal 4-month-olds are much worse
(7 times less sensitive) than adults at detecting the global
direction of motion [37]. Striking evidence for the
resilience of sensitivity to global motion is the case of an
adult who suffered visual deprivation after the loss of one
eye and corneal damage to the other eye at age 3.5 yrs [38].
After a corneal transplant at age 43, he had severe deficits
in acuity, form identification and face processing, and
abnormal activation of the primary visual cortex (V1) and
higher visual cortical areas (V2, V3, fusiform and lingual
gyri). By contrast, the fMRI activation of area V5 was
normal both in strength and area and he performed
normally on many motion tasks [38].

Residual plasticity in adulthood

The visual system is assumed to be hard-wired long
before adolescence, such that short-term perturbations
(e.g. patching an eye during an infection or a short period
of deprivation from senile cataract) cause no permanent
damage. Conversely, it is assumed to be too late to offset
the effects of early visual deprivation from cataract –
either by patching the good eye in monocular cases or
active training in either monocular or binocular cases –
after about age 6 yrs, the age when acuity is adult-like
[39]. Yet surprising plasticity after age 6 has been shown
in individuals with impaired visual function (amblyopia)
resulting from visual problems during early development
such as partial cataracts, misaligned eyes, or misfocus in
one eye. There are anecdotal reports of improved vision in
an adult’s amblyopic eye after vision in the fellow ‘good’
eye was lost, with changes occurring so rapidly in some
cases that new connections are unlikely to have formed
[40–42]. These reports suggest that the amblyopic eye is
capable of functioning well, but is inhibited by the better
fellow eye. Similarly, full-time patching or blurring of the
good eye for 6–12 months beginning between 7 and 10
years of age can induce a dramatic improvement in the
acuity of the amblyopic eye and improved binocular
function: acuity has been improved from a median value
of 20/134 (almost 3 times worse than normal) to a median
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Figure 2. Effect of visual deprivation from cataract on the later development of

sensitivity to the direction of global motion. (a) Examples of stimuli used to test

sensitivity to the direction of global motion. The pattern on the left has 100%

coherent motion (all the dots are moving upwards); the pattern on the right has 37%

coherent signal (6 of 16 dots are moving upward and the remaining dots are moving

in random directions). The subject’s task was to say whether the overall direction of

motion was upward or downward. Threshold was defined as the minimum

percentage coherence necessary to discriminate accurately whether the predomi-

nant direction was upward or downward. (b) Mean coherence thresholds (G1 SE)

for the perception of the direction of global motion in children treated for cataract

and visually normal controls (grey bar). The children treated for cataract had either

deprivation from birth (congenital cases) or deprivation that developed postnatally

after a period of normal visual input (developmental cases). Shown are the data for

each eye (better eye, white bars; worse eye, blue bars) for each patient, where the

better eye in bilateral cases is the eye with a better clinical history of ocular

alignment and acuity and the better eye in unilateral cases is the non-deprived eye.

Children treated for bilateral congenital cataracts had highly elevated thresholds,

whereas children treated for unilateral congenital cataract had slightly elevated

thresholds in both the deprived and non-deprived eyes. Children treated for

developmental cataract performed normally, even in the six cases when the onset

of deprivation was between 4 and 10 months of age. Data replotted from Ref. [17].
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value of 20/25, or almost normal [43]. In addition,
concentrated training of the amblyopic eye by providing
feedback in the laboratory or by doing close work at home
is successful in inducing improvements in the specific
trained abilities, as well as in letter acuity [44–46].
Collectively, these results suggest that there is consider-
able visual plasticity in the adult brain.
Plasticity after permanent blindness with late onset

Imaging studies of adults who became permanently blind
during early adolescence, long after the transient connec-
tions from auditory and somatosensory cortex to the visual
www.sciencedirect.com
cortex would have been pruned by Hebbian competition,
show robust activation of the primary visual cortex during
tactile discrimination [23,24]. In higher visual areas,
there is some activity during tactile discrimination even
when the onset of blindness occurred in adulthood [21] –
as if tactile responses from visual cortical neurons were
released after the abolition of visual signals. Consistent
with that interpretation is evidence that normally sighted
adults improve in discriminating Braille characters after
5 days of training while blindfolded and begin to show
fMRI activation of the visual cortex in response to tactile
stimulation of the fingertips, activation that disappears
within a day of sight being restored [47]. Collectively,
these data suggest that some of the transient connections
might not be pruned but rather silenced because of their
relatively low signal strength and/or because they are
actively inhibited, such that they retain the potential to be
activated and influence perception if the normal visual
input is removed [20]. Evidence for active inhibition comes
from studies of monocularly deprived kittens: input
through the previously deprived eye that is insufficient
to drive a neuron can, nevertheless, modulate the neuron’s
response to input from the good eye ([48]; and see [49] for
more general evidence of inhibition, rather than pruning,
of unused connections).

Sparing of some higher visual functions after monocular

deprivation

Consistent with anatomical and physiological studies in
animal models [2], children treated for unilateral con-
genital cataract show deficits in grating acuity during
infancy, in asymptotic acuity, in contrast sensitivity, and
in peripheral sensitivity to a dim light [14,50–54]. As
predicted by Hebbian competition, the deficits are larger
than those after binocular deprivation unless the non-
deprived eye had been patched regularly [1–4]. However,
this pattern does not hold for some higher-order visual
functions. After early binocular deprivation, there are
severe impairments in sensitivity to the overall direction
of motion of a stimulus (global motion). Surprisingly, after
early monocular deprivation, the impairment in the
deprived eye is three times smaller than after binocular
deprivation (Figure 2) [17]. There is a similar pattern for
global form, which requires integration of local pattern
elements into a global percept of form and implicates
higher visual cortical area V4 in the ventral stream. The
impairment is significantly smaller in the deprived eye
after early monocular deprivation than after early
binocular deprivation, although the difference between
unilateral and bilateral cases is not as marked as for
global motion (Figure 3) [16]. In these same patients, there
was no sparing of acuity, for which higher visual cortical
areas do not play an essential role: acuity after monocular
deprivation was equal to that after bilateral deprivation, if
there had been regular patching of the good eye to force
usage of the previously deprived eye, and worse than that
of bilaterally deprived patients, if there had been no such
patching. Thus, competitive interactions compatible with
Hebbian competition which are evident at lower levels of
the visual system co-occur with collaborative interactions
in some higher visual cortical areas that enable a relative
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Figure 3. Effect of visual deprivation from birth in one or both eyes on the

development of the ability to integrate elements into a global percept of form.

(a) Examples of patterns used to test sensitivity to global form. The pattern on the

left has 100% of the dots paired to form a global swirl, whereas the pattern on the

right has 50% paired signal dots and 50% randomly placed noise dots (the original

stimuli contained white dots on a grey background). Subjects saw two stimuli

sequentially: one with the paired dots (signal) embedded in randomly placed dots

(noise) and one with just noise. Their task was to say whether the signal appeared in

Interval 1 or Interval 2. Threshold was defined as the minimum percentage signal

necessary to discriminate accurately which interval contained the signal dots

defining the global structure of swirls. (b) Mean threshold (G1 SE). Blue bars

represent the results for patients treated for bilateral or unilateral congenital

cataract and white bars represent the results for comparably aged visually normal

controls. Both patient groups had abnormal thresholds, but thresholds in bilateral

congenital cases were significantly worse than in the deprived eye of unilateral

congenital cases. Adapted with permission from Ref. [16].
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sparing of some aspects of vision after early monocular
deprivation.
Lessons for understanding visual cognitive

development

Early experience can be important to preserve the

infrastructure for later learning, without any learning

taking place at the earlier time

Children treated for bilateral congenital cataracts as early
as 2–3 months of age fail to develop normal holistic face
processing and normal sensitivity to the spacing of facial
features ([15,19]; see Table 1). Yet the first signs of these
capabilities do not appear in the visually normal infant
until later during infancy [55] and sensitivity to the
spacing of facial features is not adult-like until after 14 yrs
of age [56]. There is a similar pattern for visual acuity: by
their first birthday, children treated during early infancy
for bilateral congenital cataract have overcome their
initial deficit in acuity and perform within normal limits.
www.sciencedirect.com
However, their acuity reaches an asymptote by age 4 yrs,
whereas that of visually normal children continues to
improve until about age 6 yrs, leaving the patients with
the permanent deficit in acuity described above ([2,12]; see
Table 1). Like the results for face processing, this sleeper
effect indicates that early visual input may set up the
neural architecture that will be refined by later experi-
ence. Without visual input, that hardware may be
recruited for other functions like touch or hearing.
Similarly, the visual cortex of the congenitally blind is
preserved for tactile processing of Braille characters by
connections that normally are transient, even though the
child does not learn Braille until much later in develop-
ment. When there is normal visual input, the infrastruc-
ture is preserved because visual connections are not
pruned or are strongly inhibited.

Early experience has a large impact on slowly

developing abilities but can also affect abilities that

mature rapidly

Early binocular deprivation leads to large, permanent
deficits in some aspects of vision, but spares other aspects
or causes only small deficits. One unifying developmental
principle is the Detroit model: ‘last hired, first fired’ or
‘last to develop, most damaged’ [44]. Thus, after early
deprivation, there are bigger deficits in sensitivity to slow
than to fast rates of flicker (Table 1) [5,50], in the far
temporal field (e.g. the far left visual field for the left eye)
than in other parts of the visual field [52], and to the
direction of local motion defined by contrast rather than
luminance [57]. In each case, the greater deficit is for the
aspect of vision that is slower to mature in visually normal
children [8,52,58,59].

However, the effects of early binocular deprivation do
not always follow the Detroit principle. Visually normal
children and monkeys achieve adult levels of sensitivity
earlier for sensitivity to the direction of global motion
than the perception of global form defined by dot patterns,
and brain areas necessary for perceiving global motion
mature exceptionally early in the monkey [17,60–62].
However, early binocular deprivation in humans causes
much larger deficits in the motion task than in the form
task (Figures 2,3) [16,17]. The Detroit principle also does
not hold for comparisons of the sensitive period for
damage: grating acuity and sensitivity to global motion
are similarly immature during infancy and take about
6 years to reach adult levels [1,17,37], but postnatal visual
deprivation causes large impairments in acuity if the
onset is before about age 10, but has no effect on global
motion if the onset is after the first few months of life.
Similarly, the use of the visual cortex for tactile and
auditory processing in the congenitally blind occurs for
both capabilities that develop rapidly during infancy
(e.g. auditory localization, processing of relative pitch)
and those that develop slowly in the visually normal child
(e.g. word learning).

Early experience has an impact on both the dorsal

(‘where’) and ventral (‘what’) streams

To a large extent, visual stimuli are processed in parallel
by the dorsal visual stream, which is specialized for
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Box 1. Questions for future research

† What developmental trajectory underlies the spared aspects of

vision in cataract-reversal patients? Does it represent normal

functioning throughout development; recovery from an earlier

deficit, with the developmental timetable simply delayed; or is

there a qualitative change in the developmental trajectory? How do

the visual deficits themselves (e.g. reduced visual input from the

periphery) contribute to the alterations of the subsequent develop-

mental trajectory?

† What are the neural substrates of the permanent deficits and of the

spared visual abilities after cataract-reversal? Do they represent

damage and recovery, respectively, to the normal neural substrates

and/or the recruitment of alternative networks?

† Is there a topographic arrangement of the auditory, somato-

sensory, and language abilities mediated by the visual cortex after

congenital blindness? What types of networks do they form with

other sensory cortical areas, higher association cortex, and sub-

cortical structures?

† What is the optimal patching regimen to promote recovery from

unilateral deprivation? Given the evidence of some plasticity even in

adulthood, is continued patching advantageous past its typical

stopping point of 5–6 years of age?

† To what extent, if any, can the deficits after cataract-reversal be

overcome by training or other types of rehabilitation? Is the optimal

form of rehabilitation the same for unilateral and bilateral cases? For

early- and late-onset cases? When, if ever, is it too late to induce

improvement?

† Do cataract-reversal patients, like the congenitally blind, show

enhanced sensitivity in other modalities? Can training increase this

sensitivity in either population?

† To what extent, and under what circumstances, do the lessons

derived from cataract-reversal and congenital blindness apply to

other sensory modalities (such as deaf children who receive cochlear

implants)?

† Can prostheses be developed to restore vision to the congenitally

blind? If so, how will the pattern of spared visual abilities and

permanent deficits compare to those from cataract-reversal

patients?
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processing information about motion and space and which
favours the peripheral visual field, and by the ventral
visual stream, which is specialized for processing infor-
mation about form and colour and which favours the
central visual field [34]. Some have hypothesized that the
dorsal pathway is more plastic than the ventral pathway
both for possible enhancement (as in the congenitally deaf,
where the absence of competitive auditory inputs pro-
motes supranormal cortical development) and for deficits
(as in children with dyslexia, Williams syndrome, or
hemiplegic cerebral palsy), possibly because the dorsal
pathway has a more protracted period of development
[34,63,64]. This hypothesis leads to the prediction that the
deficits after early binocular deprivation and the adverse
effects of unequal competition between the eyes should
be greater for tasks tapping mainly the dorsal stream
(e.g. peripheral, motion) than for tasks tapping mainly the
ventral stream (e.g. central, colour, form). It also leads to
the prediction that the visual cortex of the congenitally
blind should be recruited for tasks involving the dorsal
rather than the ventral stream. Consistent with these
predictions, children treated for bilateral congenital
cataract have larger deficits in integrating local signals
to perceive global motion (dorsal) than to perceive global
form (ventral) (Figures 2,3) [16,17].

However, contrary to the expectation of larger deficits
in peripheral (dorsal) than central (ventral) vision,
www.sciencedirect.com
children treated for bilateral congenital cataract have
deficits in contrast sensitivity that are of constant
magnitude from the centre of the visual field to 308 in
the periphery, and children treated for unilateral cataract
have their largest deficit in the central visual field [53].
Moreover, children treated for unilateral cataract have a
relative sparing of sensitivity to global motion (dorsal),
such that their deficit is of similarly small extent for global
motion and global form (Figures 2,3) [16,17]. Deficits in
configural processing of faces after early binocular
deprivation [15,19,56] also indicate that the ventral
pathway is not spared. Overall, the results suggest
that early visual input plays a large role in the develop-
ment of both the dorsal and ventral streams, perhaps by
preventing pruning of connections to be refined later or
protection of them from inhibitory silencing. The pre-
dictions are complicated by recent evidence that the
two pathways are not well segregated in infants [65]
and that parts of the dorsal streammature relatively early
[17,60–62]. Analogously, the visual cortex of the congeni-
tally blind is known to be recruited both for spatial
localization of auditory stimuli (dorsal) and for recognition
of word form (ventral) [29,30,69].

Conclusions

Studies of adults with a history of early visual deprivation
from cataract or permanent blindness indicate that early
sensory input plays an important role in setting up the
infrastructure for later tuning of the visual cortex. When
visual input is delayed until cataracts are removed, there
is only partial recovery of visual capabilities. When visual
input is missing permanently because of blindness, the
visual cortex becomes specialized for touch and hearing.
To a large extent, these changes represent the expected
outcome of Hebbian competition among transient connec-
tions to the visual cortex, a competition that determines
which connections are strengthened and which are
pruned. However, evidence of rapid plastic changes
under some circumstances in adolescence and adulthood
suggests that some of those connections are silenced
rather than pruned. Future studies investigating the
details of the developmental trajectory after early visual
deprivation at both the functional and neural levels will
allow a better understanding of the limits to plasticity and
may suggest new approaches to rehabilitation (see Box 1).
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